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When Attorney Sabre Brown's phone rings at 2 a.m. she's shocked to hear from her brother, Ron,

who has been in Witness Protection for the past seven years. Someone has discovered his

whereabouts and is trying to kill him - and possibly Sabre as well. Sabre and her private

investigator, JP, leave sunny San Diego to find her brother who has gone underground. Based on a

single clue, they begin their search in the cold, wintry Pacific Northwest. They soon discover that the

six felons whom Ron testified against have been released from prison. One by one, they are being

murdered. Sabre and JP race to find Ron and stop the next bullet. As the clues unfold, they're

unsure if someone is trying to kill Ron or protect him. Or is Ron the killer? Could Sabre's beloved

brother have changed during his long absence and is he now seeking vengeance? Sabre risks her

relationships, her career, and her life to seek the undeniable truth. Is Sabre's love for her brother

overriding her sound judgment and if so, is there a final bullet with Sabre's name on it?
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I'm not going to give you a brief overview of the book because that has already been provided for

you and to be perfectly honest there is so much to love about it that I'm afraid my summary would

turn into a huge spoiler.Another hit. I love this series of books! You don't have to have read the

other books in the series to become absorbed it the book but if you haven't read them what are you

waiting for? They all have the perfect amount of mystery to keep you on the edge of your seat,

enough humor to make you giggle and enough romance to keep you believing that romance does



exist. The language is clean and there are no over the top sex scenes. I would be comfortable

giving a copy to my 90 year old grandmother or to my 12 year old niece.Teresa creates characters

that are so believable I think of them as friends. They are so real I find myself worrying about them

while I'm waiting for the next book. I can see them in my mind's eye and I know who I would cast to

play them. There are not many authors who have that skill.I love the fact that some old characters

come back and the I wonder how they are now questions are answered. Sabre does a little

travelling in this book and I love her reactions to some of the places that she visits.There are real life

issues in each book and they are woven into the plot so cleverly that you don't feel like you are

being preached to and still make you thankful for your own life. They inspire me to want to get

involved and make a difference in a child's life.

Another winner in this wonderful on going series. This one is possibly the best so far. I love the

characters, their obvious love for one another and their steadfast belief in each other.Sabre is the

kind of character that reminds me of the saying " She wouldn't have any luck if not for the bad luck."

She has had her share of trials and tribulations throughout and yet each time she comes back

stronger. I like that this one finally brings her beloved brother home from the witness protection. It

was quite a ride. She and JP had to go to extreme lengths to accomplish it and there is a wonderful

surprise ending to the story.Love it, Love it, Love it. You cannot possible not like this one. Theresa

had out done herself and given us yet another wonderful awonderful, exciting and satisfying story

with the Advocate. It is time to give Sabre and PJ their happily ever after. If anyone deserves it they

do.

My favorite book in the series so far! I loved the suspense and all the traveling. It kept me guessing

til the end of the book.I love all the JPisms and his romance with Sabre is just starting to get a little

heat. Loved Tuper! I want to know more about him, such an interesting character.

A terrific read! This story covers two weeks and multiple states. It also introduces a wonderful new

character for those that are familiar with this series. Well written and fast paced, I could not put it

down! Recommend it whole heartedly! It does not in any way disappoint!

I have read everyone of the books in this series. Each is better than the last. Within just a few words

you are brought into the book. There are times your heart races, times you smile or laugh. You are

curious who the bad guy is till the end, then you figure out the who but not the why. Exceptionally



good author who spins words into a awesome story and series, read it you will love this whole

series.

Teresa does it again! This is another great book in the Advocate series. If asked to pick a favorite I

would have to say all of them. You can read them alone and still appreciate each individual book but

as the series continues I can't get enough. I am looking forward to The Advocate's G_______. So

get a copy of this one as you won't be disappointed. You will also be anxious for the next segment.

Teresa Burrell sends Sabre Brown off on a completely different type of adventure in her latest

offering, The Advocate's Felony. Long-lost brother Ron Brown takes center stage in this thrilling,

nonstop ride that begins with his terse middle-of-the-night phone call to Sabre. His WITSEC identity

has been compromised, but by whom, and why? He goes on the run, leaving few clues as to his

destination. After following Ron's instructions to get herself and her mother to a safe location, Sabre

decides to take off on her own to find him. JP, her private investigator and possible new love (if they

ever have a first date) joins the hunt, fearing for Sabre's safety. From tame San Diego to the snowy

wilds of Montana, from comfortable city living to one-room cabins and simple Hutterite communities,

Sabre, Ron, JP, and a wily mountain man stay on the move to find out who is trying to kill Ron.I

thoroughly enjoyed the action in this book. Getting out of the court room into Sabre's family life was

a great idea. I am tickled by the burgeoning romance between Sabre and JP. I had never heard of

the Hutterites, who are, in fact, an interesting community of people struggling to keep to the old

ways in today's world. Ms Burrell did a superb job in her portrayal of them. Having never been in

Montana's winter, the description makes me not want to go there. Brrrr! At least we don't have

wolverines in central Pennsylvania. (If I'm wrong on this, please don't enlighten me!)This is one

wonderful book, and it's definitely Ms Burrell's best-in-series! If I could, I'd give it six stars!
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